Be Who You Are, Live Your Own Way

You’re Not the Only One Who
Just Wants to Be Who You Are
By Peter Vogt
I figured it was just me.
I didn’t really want to do the
Bunny Hop with a bunch of fellow
18-year-olds I’d met—if you can call
it that—only seconds before.
I didn’t want to sing silly songs or
participate in ridiculous icebreakers.
I didn’t want to go to the freshman dance with its blinding strobe
lights and deafening music.
And I didn’t want to take part
in the booze-soaked off-campus
parties that were most definitely
not college-sponsored or collegesanctioned.
It was the fall of 1985, almost 37
years ago now, yet as Summer 2022
creeps toward autumn, I remember
it vividly: college orientation week,
an experience I’d just as soon forget.
As Harvard University student
Eva Shang put it in her insightful
article a few years back entitled “To
the Introverts of the Class of 2018”:
If a modern Dante were to write
The Inferno for introverts, specifically, he would probably paint a picture

of something similar to opening week
of college.
The impossibly enthusiastic but
well-meaning orientation leaders at
my school, God bless them, were
trying so hard. So hard. So hard to
make us newbies, in our red newstudent T-shirts with our red newstudent folders, feel comfortable and
welcomed, like part of a community.
But mostly I felt exhausted and
overwhelmed, like I’d been beamed
to the planet Chaos and there was
no escape from the group activities,
or the group itself for that matter.
No time to think, to breathe, to just
simply be in this strange new environment, away from the family and
familiarity of home.
It was all way too much, way
over the top. And so the events that
had been designed to make me feel
like I belonged instead made me feel
like an outsider.
I figured it had to be me. Clearly
something was wrong with me, and
I was the only one thinking what I
was thinking and feeling what I was
Continued on page 7
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TIPS, TRICKS, AND TOOLS
BUDGETING YOUR ENERGY

Plan According to Energy
Expenditure vs. Availability
Imagine that you have some free
time both Saturday afternoon and
Saturday evening.
What do you do?
If you’re like most people, you
semi-mindlessly fill the time with a
few activities, thinking only of how
many hours you have open that are
not accounted for.
“This is not a smart thing for introverts to do,” says social interaction and conversation coach Patrick
King, author of The Introvert Survival
Guide: How to Stretch Your Comfort
Zone, Feel Comfortable Anywhere, and
Become a “People Person.”
Instead, King says, you should
plan around what he calls “energy
expenditure.”
Suppose you have 100 energy
units to spend, and that your Saturday afternoon plans will require 60
of those units while your Saturday
evening plans will consume 70.
It’s impossible—or at least “extremely unwise,” King says—to do

both activities. So what should you
do instead, with energy-expenditure
planning in mind?
Skip one event and go to the
other, King says. Or attend one
event and only part of the other. Or
skip both and do something else that
uses up fewer energy units.
“It’s like managing a budget,”
King writes. “You don’t want to go
into debt.”
“Planning around the expected

expenditure and not your time availability is going to help you budget
your energy better so that you don’t
get overwhelmed, because you manage yourself better and don’t place
yourself in situations to get overwhelmed,” King concludes.
“Remember: Just because your
time is free does not mean that you
are free! Having free time is not the
same as having energy and will to
do something.”

RECHARGING YOUR BATTERIES

Take the “Rest” in “Restroom”
Literally—Use It to Replenish
Freelance writer Andrea Mandova says it very clearly: If you’re at a
social event and you need a break,
go take a rest in the restroom.
“It’s called a ‘rest’ room for a
reason!” she writes in her recent
Introvert, Dear website article entitled
“Subtle Ways Introverts Can Recharge at Social Events.”
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“You can stay there for as long as
you need to take the time to rest and
recharge,” Mandova says.
The beauty of the approach, Mandova stresses, is that, “out of politeness, no one will be likely to ask you
what took you so long.”
One caveat, though.
“Just make sure you’re mindful of
others if there’s only one restroom
available, as others might need to
use it too!”
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ENLIGHTENING OTHERS

Use Analogies to Explain
Your Introversion to Extraverts
You aren’t required to justify,
defend, or apologize for your introversion. Extraverts, after all, don’t
have to justify, defend, or apologize
for their extraversion!
But given the world we live in,
you sometimes do need to calmly
explain your introversion, particularly when it comes to that certain subset of extraverts who, for whatever
reason(s), just don’t understand.
Analogies can help.
When introvert coach Alison
Trikha is explaining to her clients the
difference in energy levels between

introverts and extraverts, she uses an
analogy involving coins.
Introverts wake up each morning
with five coins, says Trikha, who is
based in Chichester, England.
“In each social situation they
encounter throughout the day, they
spend a coin. By the end of the day,
the coins are gone and they feel
depleted,” Trikha notes in a recent
Psychologies website article entitled
“Introvert Hangover: How to Recover from Social Events.”
Extraverts, Trikha points out, are
the opposite: “[They] wake up with
no coins but gain one for each interaction, so by the end of the day they
feel rich.”

New Hampshire writer Madison
Diaz has come up with another
handy way to illustrate the difference between introverts and extraverts, particularly as it relates to
their respective socializing activities.
“[T]he amount of time introverts
need for socialization is probably
equal to the amount of time extraverts need to be alone,” she writes
in her recent Introvert, Dear website
article entitled “How to Explain
Your Introversion to an Extrovert
Who Doesn’t Get It.”
“I find this is an easy way to let
extraverts know how our need for
alone time varies from theirs, and
they usually get it.”

wisely, in consultation with your
partner, when it comes to the dating
environment, Kinika says.
Specifically, she says, seek out a
place where the seating arrangements are comfortable, the noise levels are low, and the lights are fairly
dim (or at least not overpowering).
The last thing you need on a date,
Kinika says, is a room filled with
sharp sounds and blinding glare.

You’re trying to prevent yourself
from feeling overwhelmed, Kinika
says, so that you will instead be
comfortable and, as importantly,
able to actually communicate well
with your date.
The less threatened you feel, Kinika says, the higher the chance you’ll
enjoy your date.
And the easier it will be to get to
know the other person better.

DATING TIPS

On Dates, Choose the Setting
with Your Introversion in Mind
When you’re an introvert, dating
“can be a lot of work,” says Port
Harcourt, Nigeria writer Aleruchi
Kinika.
Introverts “never go into relationships where there’s no authentic
or pure connection,” Kinika writes
in her recent blog post entitled
“8 Dating Tips for Introverts.”
“Introverts also have a hard time
leaving their space,” Kinika notes.
That’s why where you go on a
date with someone is a critical consideration—one you should think
about carefully in your planning for
the date, Kinika stresses.
“Let’s face it: Introverts can’t fit
into just any environment,” Kinika
says.
“This is applicable to romantic
dates. We like places with less stimulation and less noise. The louder it
is, the more we want to bail.”
So it’s crucial for you to choose
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IT’S AN INTROVERT’S LIFE
More and More, the World Is
Creatively Catering to Introverts
By Peter Vogt
One of the best and worst ideas
I’ve ever had is to open a public golf
course where everyone would be
able—required, actually—to play
alone, spread 15 minutes apart from
each other and under absolutely no
pressure to hurry.
I would call it Golf on Lonely
Fairways (or GOLF—get it?), and it
would be the introvert’s very own
exclusive country club.
Some of my fondest memories
growing up on the golf course are
of the many times I found myself
playing, alone and barefoot, at 8
or 9 o’clock in the evening, with
the sun setting behind the trees and
water hazards—both of which I
knew well!—as I strode the fairways
in utter peace.
(OK, yes, I just as frequently
strode in the deep rough, too. But
that’s beside the point.)
I relished the feeling of the dampening grass underneath my feet,
especially on the closely cropped
greens. And I didn’t have to worry
about talking to other people, or having someone ask if they could join
me, or catching up to some big
group and asking them if I could
“play through” (i.e., go ahead of
them and be on my way).
I could just be me.
It’s still possible to play golf alone
today, in my city at least. But you
have to either be extremely lucky or,
more likely, choose to play on a day
when no one else in their right mind
wants to or tries to.
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That’s why I still think that Golf
on Lonely Fairways would have considerable appeal.
Unfortunately, though, it would
also have an inherently fatal financial viability problem. It’s difficult
enough to keep golf courses going
when they’re sending out foursomes
or even fivesomes every eight minutes, all day every day. One golfer at
a time every 15 minutes? The place
wouldn’t last a month.
So … Golf on Lonely Fairways
will have to remain a mere dream.
Lately, though, I’ve been heartened to see that other people, in various contexts, have succeeded in finding sustainable ways to connect with
and cater to introverts.
Over the last few months, for example, my wife Adrianne and I have
been accompanying our son Théo on
various college visits. Three times
now, we have heard some version of
the following on the guided tour:
Our library is set up so that every
other floor is a “quiet floor.” If you
want to work in a group and be able
to talk to people, you work on an oddnumbered floor. But if you want to
work alone, quietly, you work on an
even-numbered floor.
As one of the tour guides put it:
“If you work in a group and talk on
a quiet floor, you’ll get death stares.”
Genius.
On another front, Adrianne and I
have been doing our daily workouts
lately under the video guidance of

an Irish fitness trainer named Caroline Girvan.
The workouts themselves are
tough but fair, just the way we like
them. But you know what’s best
about them?
Caroline doesn’t talk—at all—
once they are underway. She just
takes a minute at the beginning
of each video to highlight what’s
coming. Then she does the workout
herself. All you have to do is copy
her as invigorating music plays in
the background.
Genius again.
But it doesn’t stop there. The
other day I read an article about
an Estonian writer named Valdur
Mikita who recently opened what
he calls the world’s first “introvert’s
reserve.” It’s a peaceful spot by the
river Õhne in his childhood village
of Suislepa, and using it is free.
There’s only one rule: Events can
have only one participant.
And Mikita doesn’t have a pesky
viability problem to worry about.
If too many people start visiting
the reserve, he says, he’ll re-establish
it someplace else.
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BETA version available now!
Online Course

For a limited time, you can take the BETA version of my new online course for
the special price of just $95 (instead of the $495 it will eventually cost at launch)!
Learn more and enroll now at:

courses.introvertinsights.com
P.S. — Thank you for being a loyal Introvert Insights subscriber. With my gratitude, please take an additional $10
off this offer by using the following exclusive code with the “Have a coupon?” link on the ordering page:

LOYAL

PRACTICAL RESEARCH
Study: There Are Limits to the
Benefits of Acting Extraverted
Research over the last decade or
so has shown that when introverts
act extraverted, they report feeling
happier and more authentic—in the
moment, at least.
But a recent article in the Journal
of Research in Personality suggests that
there are “limits to the benefits of
embracing counter-dispositional extraversion” (i.e., acting extraverted
when you’re an introvert).
The article describes a pair of
studies, the second a replication of
the first, in which participants were
first assessed on their traits (including introversion/extraversion) and
on how strongly they identified with
being introverted or extraverted.
The participants were then ran-

domly assigned to make either a
“pro-extraversion” or “con-extraversion” argument in debating the idea
that “it is good to be more extraverted than introverted.” The random
assignments ensured that some of
the participants ended up arguing in
alignment with their true selves and
beliefs, while others were forced to
argue counter to their true selves
and beliefs.
The study’s key finding: The participants who argued in alignment
with their true traits and identities
reported feeling more authentic immediately after the task.
“Overall, we found a pattern
of results that suggests that trait
extraversion and identification as
an introvert or extravert can interact
to create disposition-congruent
(in)authenticity,” Carleton Universi-

ty researchers Isabella Bossom and
John Zelenski write in the Journal of
Research in Personality article.
That’s important to know,
Bossom and Zelenski stress in a
related Therapytips.org website
article, because if you’re an introvert living in Western culture, your
“person-environment fit may be lower, which could result in lower wellbeing and authenticity and pressures
to act in more extraverted ways.”
Sources: “The Impact of Trait
Introversion-Extraversion and Identity on State Authenticity: Debating
the Benefits of Extraversion,” Journal of Research in Personality, 97, February 16, 2022 (online); “Does Your
Culture Make You Feel Bad About
Being an Introvert? You Are Not
Alone,” Therapytips.org website,
May 11, 2022.

REFLECTIVE READS
Overcoming Awkward Shows
How Authenticity Stands Out
Monica Parkin calls her book
Overcoming Awkward, but she could
just as easily have titled it Being
Authentic—or Everything I Learned
About Networking, Marketing, and
Sales, I Learned in Kindergarten.
Parkin’s refreshing approach to
networking and relationship building
is a reminder of the power and appeal, in this day and age, of kindness, sincerity, and genuinely giving
a damn about the people you’re interacting with.
An introvert herself and a mortgage broker by trade, Parkin gives
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voice to a sad truth of modern society: that, as she puts it, “mediocre is
the new standard.”
“People do the bare minimum,”
she writes. “Customers walk into a
transaction expecting poor service
because that is what they receive

wherever they go. Stellar service is
now an anomaly as rare as a Bigfoot
sighting.”
So true, and so depressing.
And yet—counterintuitively,
perhaps—it’s a state of affairs that
can play to your many strengths as
an introvert. Your listening skills
stand out when nobody seems to be
listening. Your empathy stands out
when nobody seems to care. Your
follow-through skills stand out when
nobody’s following through.
“That is the essence of networking,” Parkin says.
“It is not about selling yourself; it
is about being your authentic self
and lifting others around you.”
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Continued from page 1
feeling. Everyone else was having
the time of their life, or so it seemed.
But I was mistaken.

By the first day of classes, I felt like
I never wanted to talk to anyone
again—I felt so depleted, and so
emotionally exhausted, that I couldn’t imagine how I’d handle four years
of being constantly “on.”

It’s Not Just You
As I’ve learned in the years since
college, nothing was—or is—wrong
with me. I was, and am, simply an
introvert, with tendencies and preferences that are different from, but
not inferior to, those of extraverts.
Moreover, I now know that I
wasn’t alone all those years ago.
Somewhere between a quarter
and one half of us identify as introverts. So I wasn’t the only one struggling with stimulation overload.
And I wasn’t the only one who
would have preferred to engage in
my own types of activities, and to
build friendships my own way as
the college years went on.
It turns out that the same would
still be true if I were headed off to
college today.
Here’s how College of William
and Mary student Ethan Brown described his orientation experience in
a Flat Hat student newspaper article:
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Emerson College student Julia
Tannenbaum shared similar feelings
in a blog post she titled “Surviving
Orientation”:
[N]othing—not my single room, not
my nightly phone vent sessions with
my parents, not even The Great
British Baking Show—could replenish the energy orientation had
sucked out of me, like a vacuum
cleaner sucking up the crumbs of a
delicious homemade muffin (I really
miss my mom’s cooking). It was so
draining that at times, I worried I
wouldn’t make it to the actual start
of school.
Nope, it wasn’t just me.
And if you’re an introvert yourself, it wasn’t—and isn’t—just you,
either, whether the setting is college
or work or home or elsewhere.

Be True to Yourself
If I’d had access to articles like
Shang’s and Brown’s and Tannenbaum’s three-plus decades ago, I
would have understood myself a lot
sooner than I ultimately did. I would
have been spared a lot of confusion,
and pain, if I’d had the chance to
read sage advice like Shang’s:
Don’t push it. There will be plenty of
opportunities to make friends at any
point in time—plenty of opportunities
more suited to forming genuine connections than those initial weeks of
mass introductions. Furthermore,
don’t feel pressured to be social the
same way everyone else is, especially
if it isn’t your scene. You will not miss
out on life or on college simply by taking a much-needed break.
Shang’s advice applies to you,
me, all of us who tend toward introversion. And it goes far beyond the
college campus.
You’ll only “miss out on life,” as
she puts it, if you try to be someone
you’re not—instead of understanding and embracing who you are.
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“I believe introverts bring a different set of skills to classic networking events. By focusing our strengths in unique ways, we
can build friendships that last a lifetime.”
~ Megan McKoy-Noe

“[I]f you’re an introvert, embrace and develop the listening skills
that come so naturally to you. They will serve you well whether
you’re making a presentation, speaking in public, or just communicating with coworkers.”
~ Carrie Beckstrom

“It’s actually freeing to accept the aspects of yourself that are
defining of your character.”
Introvert Insights is published monthly
by Introvert Insights, LLC, 1036 38th
Street South, Moorhead, MN 56560.
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~ Sara Flower Kjeldsen

“Your ideal introvert life may not be all that different day to day
from the one you’re already living right now, but you may want
to give yourself more active permission to do what you need and
want to do … .”
~ Patrick King
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